
Counter Mapping Information Sheet

How can counter -mapping be used to tell hidden stories?1.

This map was produced by a
team at the University of
Newcastle as part of a project
with thirty homeless people in
Newcastle - upon -Tyne.
Homeless people were asked to
share their experiences of
homelessness by annotating a
map of the city. The map aims to
allow homeless individuals a
chance to give their views on
local public services and to
challenge public perceptions of
homelessness.

The map tells a number of hidden stories which are rarely shown on conventional maps of Newcastle:
1.    First, the map shows the different ways in which people can become homeless and how anyone can fall victim. 
2.    Second, the map shows the daily challenges experienced by homeless people and the strategies they use to survive. 
3.    Third, the map shows the alternative ways in which the city is used. For example, the use of doorways as sleeping spaces.
4.    Fourth, the map aims to humanize homelessness people, who are often ignored in everyday life, by showing their emotions.
5.    Fifth, the map shows different homelessness services in the city. 
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2. How can counter-mapping highlight inequalities?

Counter-maps can also play an important role in showing societal inequalities between different places. The map above was
produced by a team of Austrian researchers to challenge the limited representation of women within public space. The map
shows the number of streets named after both men and women in the city of Vienna, Austria. Streets named after men are in
blue, whilst those named after women are in red. We can see that out of 4379 streets named after men, just 361 are named
after women. By also focusing on the length of different streets, the map also shows how only 3% of the total length of streets
in Vienna are named after women, since it is mostly side alleys and smaller streets which are named after women.
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3. How can counter-mapping show alternative use of space?

Counter-maps can also be used
to show alternative uses of
space and challenge the ways in
which they are normally
represented. This counter-map
was produced with a group of
skateboarders in Newcastle. The
map challenges representations
of the city which usually focus
on its leisure and tourism
facilities by showing the way in
which these spaces are used by
skaters in other ways. The map
therefore aims to challenge the
way in which skaters are
excluded from public spaces. 

The map was first shown as part of an art exhibit in the city to challenge the representation of skaters as ‘unruly’, by depicting them in a
positive light and as part of the community. For example, one of the annotations at the bottom of the map tells a story of how people feel
safe in city when skaters are around. Another part of the map shows how skaters use their building skills to transform ‘wastelands’ in
the city so that young people have somewhere to hang out. The yellow and green lines on the map are designed to remind viewers of the
Tyne & Wear Metro. Though the map is not designed as a navigational tool, it can be useful for new skaters in finding good spots, and also
serves as a historical document to remember their activities.
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